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Abstract. An investigation was conducted into the simultaneous effects of applied uniaxial stress and temperature change
on the compressional guided wave in a cylindrical waveguide. Due to stress directional anisotropy and temperature isotropy
these two effects exhibit differing frequency dependence. This allows for the influences of stress and temperature on the
ultrasonic wave properties to be separated. Separation of these effects could be used to enable an accurate measurement
of applied stress in fluctuating temperature environments.

INTRODUCTION
Both temperature and applied stress have an effect on the properties of ultrasonic waves in a material. This allows
ultrasonic data to be used for measurement of external temperature and applied stress [1]. Propagating waves are
inherently dispersive in cylindrical waveguides; both temperature changes and applied stress alter the dispersive
characteristics, producing changes with a complicated dependence on frequency. Changes in the dispersive
characteristics are caused by two underlying physical phenomena. First is geometric changes, including axial and
lateral thermal expansion as well as strain. Second are changes in the elastic properties of the waveguide material,
again influenced both by temperature and stress (via acoustoelasticity). As a result the ultrasonic wave parameters
(phase, velocity, time of flight) depend on external temperature and applied stress.

THEORY
Consider the general case of guided wave propagation in the presence of both an applied force ο ܨand a
temperature change οܶ (Fig. 1). These changes in the temperature and force produce changes in both the geometry
of the waveguide and its elastic properties. A number of specific geometric changes can be identified:
1. The length of the waveguide changes due to temperature by ο݈ ் = ߙο݈ܶ , where ߙ is the linear thermal
expansion coefficient and ݈ is initial waveguide length.
2. The radius of the waveguide changes due to temperature by οߙ = ்ݎοܶݎ , where ݎ is the initial waveguide
radius.
3. The length of the waveguide changes due to force by ο݈ఌ = οߝ݈ , where οߝ is the strain in waveguide due to
applied force (force, stress=force/area and strain are proportional to each other through Hook’s law and in
further analysis we will use strain as the independent variable).
4. The radius of the waveguide changes due to force (via the Poisson effect) by οݎఌ = െߥ οߝݎ , where ߥ is the
Poisson ratio.
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In general, the guided wave’s phase velocity ܸ at some frequency ݂ will depend on temperature, strain, and the
wire radius as ܸ(ܶ, ߝ, )ݎ.

FIGURE 1. Waveguide between two ultrasonic transducers (UT) under temperature change οܶ and applied force οܨ.

For continuous wave (CW) excitation the signal dependence on time t is sin(2ߨ݂ ݐെ ߮). The instantaneous
propagating wave phase ߮ = 2ߨ݂݈(ܶ, ߝ)/ܸ(ܶ, ߝ,  )ݎitself is time-varying, dependent on both waveguide geometry
and the phase velocity, which are in turn functions of the external conditions. These effects can be approximated in a
region near the initial conditions by using a series expansion and limiting to the linear terms, ݈(ܶ, ߝ) = ݈ + ȟ݈ ் + ȟ݈ఌ
డ
డ
డ
and ܸ(ܶ, ߝ, ܸ = )ݎ + οܶ + οߝ + (ο ்ݎ+ οݎఌ ). These terms may then be inserted into the phase expression,
డ்
డఌ
డ
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The rightmost version of the equation defines new symbols for the velocity gradients with respect to temperature,
ଵ డ
ଵ డ
 డ
,ߛ =
, and ߜ = బ . Further simplification shows the dependence of the relative
strain, and radius, ߚ =
బ డ்
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phase change on temperature and strain to be linear:
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Here ߮ is the phase at the initial temperature and stress. The slopes with respect to temperature,  ߙ = )݂( ்ݏെ
ߙߜ െ ߚ, and strain, ݏఌ (݂) = 1 + ߜߥ െ ߛ, are frequency dependent; analysis of these dependencies is the focus of the
remainder of this paper. This approach could be used to investigate any guided modes (e.g. torsional or flexural), but
only the longitudinal ܮଵ mode will be further explored here.

Temperature Slope
The temperature dependence of the ܮଵ guided wave’s phase velocity can be calculated given the temperature
dependence of the bulk velocities. In general the elastic moduli and the bulk velocities in materials decrease with
temperature [2] (that is, materials become more compliant). For example, in mild steel the relative temperature
ଵ డ
ଵ డೞ
ൎ െ1.5 ή 10ିସ 1/Ԩ and ߚ௦ =
ൎ െ2.2 ή
gradients of the longitudinal and shear bulk velocities are ߚ =
 డ்

ೞ డ்

10ିସ 1/Ԩ [2]. These relative temperature gradients for bulk waves can be incorporated into the relative temperature
gradient calculation for the guided wave. First the frequency dependence of the guided wave’s phase velocity ܸ(ܶ)
is calculated from the Pochhammer rod equation [3] for some temperature ܶ, using the material elastic parameters
ܸ,௦ (ܶ). Then the same equation is employed for a new temperature ܶ + οܶ and new material parameters
ܸ,௦ (ܶ + οܶ) ൎ ܸ,௦ (ܶ)൫1 + ߚ,௦ οܶ൯ to get the phase velocity ܸ(ܶ + οܶ). Then the frequency dependence of the
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relative temperature gradient for the guided wave’s phase velocity is computed numerically as =

ଵ డ
 డ்

ൎ

(்ାο்)ି(்)

.

(்)ο்

The result of this numerical calculation versus frequency is presented in Fig. 2a for a steel rod (room temperature bulk
velocities are ܸ = 5.96 ݉݉/ߤ ݏand ܸ௦ = 3.26 ݉݉/ߤ)ݏ. It should be noted that the shape of the curve for a
cylindrical waveguide is similar to the shape for ܵ Lamb wave in a plate [4].
While the frequency dependence of the temperature gradient ߚ(݂) can, in general, only be calculated numerically,
it is possible to analytically investigate the limiting high and low frequency cases. The rod velocity ܸ (that is, the low
frequency limit) has an explicit dependence on the bulk velocities (left expression in Eq. 3). Taking the derivative
ଵ డೝ
, the low frequency limit of the rod velocity’s
with respect to temperature of both sides of the equation yields ߚ =
ೝ డ்

temperature gradient. This is a function of the temperature coefficients of the bulk velocities ߚ,௦ and the Poisson ratio
ߥ.
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At the high frequency limit the ܮଵ guided wave behavior approaches that of a Rayleigh wave, with wave velocity
ଵ డೃ
, the high
ܸோ (left expression in Eq. 4). Again taking the derivative with respect to temperature yields ߚோ =
ೃ డ்

frequency limit of the phase velocity’s temperature gradient. This is again an explicit function of the coefficients ߚ,௦
and ߥ.
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For a steel rod (ߥ ൎ 0.29) the limits are ߚ ൎ 0.77ߚ௦ + 0.23ߚ and ߚோ ൎ 0.91ߚ௦ + 0.09ߚ . This shows that
contribution of the shear wave’s temperature dependence is dominant for both the rod and the Rayleigh wave
velocities. Using the temperature gradients of the bulk velocities presented in [2] these values can be calculated as
ߚ ൎ െ2.0 ή 10ିସ 1/Ԩ and ߚோ ൎ െ2.1 ή 10ିସ 1/Ԩ.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 2. The phase velocity’s temperature gradient ߚ (a) and temperature slope  ்ݏand its components (ߙ, െߙߜ, െߚ) (b)
versus frequency for a 1 mm diameter steel rod. The bulk velocities temperature gradients are ߚ = െ1.5 ή 10ିସ 1/Ԩ and ߚ௦ =
െ2.2 ή 10ିସ 1/Ԩ.

Numerical evaluation of the phase velocity’s temperature gradient for a 1 mm diameter steel rod is shown in Fig.
2a, where this limit-bounded behavior is evident. Figure 2b shows the temperature slope and its components. The full
numerical evaluation in Fig. 2a shows that the ܮଵ guided wave’s phase velocity is most sensitive to temperature
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changes in the dispersive region, where the absolute value of the temperature gradient is about twice what it is in the
low and high frequency regimes, with ݉ܽ |ߚ|ݔൎ 4.3 ή 10ିସ 1/Ԩ . The numerical calculations are in good agreement
with the analytical high and low frequency expressions.
It’s also possible to compare the change in elastic properties due to the effects of temperature and thermal
expansion. The linear thermal expansion coefficient ߙ is of much smaller magnitude than the coefficient ߚ, with ߙ =
1.2 ή 10ିହ 1/Ԩ for steel. These values can be used to analyze the temperature slope,  ߙ = ்ݏെ ߙߜ െ ߚ, as a function
of frequency. The net temperature slope must be positive, since ߙ > 0, ߙߜ < 0, and ߚ < 0. Figure 2b shows the
temperature slope  ்ݏversus frequency for the longitudinal ܮଵ mode in a 1 mm diameter steel rod. The three
components of this quantity (െߚ, ߙ, and െߙߜ) are also plotted for reference. It is obvious from the graph that  ்ݏis
determined mostly by the phase velocity’s dependence on temperature, െߚ; the other two terms contribute less than
10% to the overall temperature slope.

Strain Slope
Calculation of the strain slope ݏఌ = 1 + ߜߥ െ ߛ is more complicated than that of the temperature slope. Even if
the length and radius variations due to stress (i.e. the first two terms of the ݏఌ equation) are straightforward the
dependence of the elastic properties on stress (i.e. the acoustoelastic coefficient ߛ) still requires a more sophisticated
analysis. For example, the change in the elastic properties is isotropic with temperature variation. This means that
the longitudinal and shear velocities vary in the same manner in both the axial and lateral directions of the waveguide,
and thus the originally isotropic waveguide remains isotropic at any temperature. On the other hand, the change in
the elastic properties is directionally dependent on the stress. An originally isotropic waveguide can become
anisotropic in the presence of stress.
Consider a uniaxial stress along the waveguide axis (i.e. axis 3 in Fig. 3). Under uniaxial stress in direction 3 due
to cylindrical symmetry the waveguide will be transversely isotropic, with physical properties that are isotropic in the
normal plane 1-2. In planes 1-3 and 2-3 an originally isotropic material will transform to one that is weakly
anisotropic, due to the stress.

FIGURE 3. Waveguide under uniaxial stress (1-2 is the plane of symmetry, 3 is the axis of symmetry).

The stiffness matrix for transversely isotropic material is described by five independent elastic constants. Two
constants in the isotropic plane 1-2 are ܥଵଵ and  ܥ, and three constants in the anisotropic plane 1-3 are ܥଷଷ , ܥଵଷ , and
ܥହହ . Under applied stress in the direction 3 the appropriate strain components are (െߥߝ, െߥߝ, ߝ) and the elastic
constants transform to [5]:
in plane 1-2

C11
C66

O  2P  >2l  O  Q 4l  4m  4O  6P @H
P  >m  n / 2  O  Q 2m  2O  4P @H
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where ߣ and ߤ are the Lame constants or the second order elastic constants (SOECs) and ݈, ݉, and ݊ are the Murnaghan
constants or the third order elastic constants (TOECs). The linear and nonlinear elastic constants are presented in
Table 1 for different types of steel. Note that the SOECs remain similar to each other across the listed materials, while
the TOECs vary greatly for different types of steel [6].
TABLE 1. The second and third order elastic constants (SOECs ߣ and ߤ, and TOECs ݈, ݉, and ݊) for different types of steel.

Steel Type
Rail Steel
E 295
22NiMOCr37
E 42
Mild Steel
Low Carbon

ࣅ (ࡳࡼࢇ)
115.8
110
109.1
110.4
113
110

ࣆ (ࡳࡼࢇ)
79.9
83
81.9
81.4
80.9
82.1

ࣇ
0.296
0.285
0.286
0.288
0.291
0.286

 (ࡳࡼࢇ)
െ248
െ251
െ196
െ48
െ197
െ850

 (ࡳࡼࢇ)
െ623
െ519
െ520
െ501
െ892
െ518

 (ࡳࡼࢇ)
െ714
െ656
െ657
െ640
െ1010
െ1781

The phase velocity’s strain gradient, ߛ, can be calculated in the same way as the temperature gradient ߚ. First the
phase velocity is calculated for an isotropic waveguide ܸ(ߝ = 0) using the Pochhammer rod equation [3], then new
elastic constants (eq. 5 and 6) are obtained for some small strain ߝ. The phase velocity ܸ(ߝ) for the ܮଵ mode is then
calculated for a transversely isotropic waveguide [7]. The phase velocity’s strain gradient (acoustoelastic coefficient)
is then the normalized difference of these two phase velocities, or ߛ =

ଵ డ
 డఌ

ൎ

(ఌ)ି(ఌୀ)
(ఌୀ)ఌ

, and can be estimated at any

frequency. Figure 4a presents the dependence of the acoustoelastic coefficient ߛ versus frequency for a 1 mm diameter
steel rod.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 4. The phase velocity’s relative strain gradient ߛ (i.e. acoustoelastic coefficient) (a) and the strain slope ݏఌ and its
components (1, െߥߜ, െߛ) versus frequency for a 1 mm diameter steel rod.

One can see that the shape of this curve is different from that of the temperature gradient ߚ. The coefficient ߛ is
negative and the velocity decreases with increasing frequency. Once again the low and high frequency limiting cases
can be calculated analytically and compared with the numerical results. At low frequency the rod velocity ܸ has an
explicit dependence on the elastic constants (the left dependence in Eq.7) [7]. Substituting the expressions from
equations 5 and 6 for the elastic constants and taking their derivatives with respect to the strain ߝ gives an expression
for the rod velocity strain gradient ߛ
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which depends on the Young’s modulus E, the Poisson ratio ߥ, and the TOECs ݈, ݉, and ݊. For steel ( ܧൎ 210 ܽܲܩ,
ߥ ൎ 0.3) the acoustoeleastic coefficient for the rod velocity is equal to ߛ ൎ 1.5 + 6.44 ή 10ିଷ (0.047݈ + ݉ + 0.2݊).
This expression shows that at low frequency the strain gradient depends mostly on one of the TOECs, ݉. Thus,
choosing a steel type with the highest sensitivity to the applied stress is almost equivalent to finding the material with
the largest (and negative) TOEC ݉. At high frequencies, when the ܮଵ guided wave approaches a Rayleigh form,
only an implicit form of the Rayleigh wave velocity ܸோ for a transversely isotropic medium is available , as shown in
equation 8 [8]. Taking the strain derivatives of both sides of it gives an implicit equation for high frequency limit
ଵ డೃ
.
acoustoelastic coefficient ߛோ =
ೃ డఌ

K

C K

C11 C55  K
; K
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UVR2 ; C C33 
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The strain slope dependence ݏఌ = 1 + ߥߜ െ ߛ versus frequency is presented in Fig. 4b for a 1 mm diameter steel
rod, along with separate plots with the three components (1, ߥߜ, and െߛ). It is obvious that the slope is positive
because ߜ < 0, |ߜ| < 1, ߥ < 1, 1 + ߥߜ > 0, and ߛ < 0. For this example about 77% of the contribution come from
acoustoelasticity, but this value strongly depends on the steel type.

Comparison of Temperature and Strain Effects
The relative magnitude of the temperature and strain effects and be readily compared by examining Fig. 3a and
Fig. 4a, where the peak magnitudes can be seen to be as max( ) ்ݏൎ 4.5 ή 10ିସ and max(ݏఌ ) ൎ 4.5. This means that
10ିସ strain is equivalent to ͳԨ temperature change for steel with these temperature and acoustoelastic material
properties. It is clear that measuring strain with high accuracy requires either a high degree of temperature stability
or an accurate temperature compensation technique.

normalized temperature & strain slopes
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FIGURE 5. The normalized temperature  ்ݏand strain ݏఌ slopes versus frequency for a 1 mm diameter steel rod.

The different behaviors with frequency of the temperature  ்ݏand the strain ݏఌ slopes can be used to separate the
effects of environmental temperature and applied stress. Figure 5 presents the temperature and strain normalized
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slopes together. Measuring the phase gradient at two frequencies (for example, 1 MHz and 3 MHz in Fig. 5) one
obtains two independent instances of equation 2 for the relative phase change. If  ்ݏand ݏఌ are known functions of
frequency this system of equations can be used to solve for the temperature οܶ and the strain οߝ.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figure 6 presents the experimental setup used to verify the theory presented above. An ultrasonic wave is excited
and sensed in a steel waveguide using a pair of ultrasonic transducers (UT). The design of the waveguide allows for
the application of stress with the applied force measured by an S-shaped load cell. A portion of the waveguide is
enclosed in a heater, allowing for temperature control. It should be noted that due to the complex temperature profile
produced by the heater the average temperature changes cannot be measured directly; rather, the ultrasonic data is the
sole estimator of the average temperature. A continuously pulsing wave is excited at the transmitting transducer using
an arbitrary function generator. By modifying the duty cycle it is possible to simultaneously transmit several
frequencies within the transducer’s bandwidth. In the experiment detailed here an 80% (positive) duty cycle pulse
wave was excited at four harmonics with relative amplitudes of 0.749, 0.606, 0.404, and 0.187. The frequency of the
first harmonic can be modified to excite a second set of frequencies in a range convenient for analysis. The
temperature inside the heater is allowed to drop from 50 Ԩ to 25 Ԩ for each measurement. The initial test varied
only the temperature, allowing the phase change to be used as a direct temperature measurement. Test results are
shown in Fig. 7a for a 1 mm diameter steel rod evaluated at frequencies of 0.72, 1.44, 2.16, and 2.88 MHz. The first
frequency is then changed to about 0.74 MHz and the temperature dependence test was repeated.

FIGURE 6. Experimental setup for testing the waveguide under temperature change and applied stress.

The frequency range was restricted by the first cut-off frequency to avoid the excitation of high order longitudinal
guided wave modes. Figure 7b presents both the experimental and the theoretical normalized behavior of the
temperature slope  ்ݏversus frequency. In the frequency interval tested an approximately correct rise in the
temperature gradient with frequency was observed.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 7. Relative phase dependence versus temperature for different frequencies (a), and the normalized temperature slopes
versus frequency, experiment and theory (b) for the 1mm diameter steel rod.
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To find the strain slope the ultrasonic phase change in the waveguide was measured under applied stress at constant
temperature. Music steel (a high-carbon or spring steel) wire with 0.36 ݉݉ diameter was used for this test. It’s
important to note that initial tests on this material show a weaker dependence on the acoustoelastic effect than the steel
rods that have been used in past tests – the music steel wire shows a strain slope of about 1.2 at low frequency, as
compared to an expected 4.5 for another steel (see Fig. 4). Figure 8a shows the CW phase at several frequencies. It
is evident that the phase change with force decreases at higher frequencies. At a frequency of 6.46  ݖܪܯthe strain
slope is close to zero, which means that the ultrasonic wave is insensitive to the applied stress. The broader frequency
dependence of the strain slope is presented in Fig. 8b. In spite of the low sensitivity of music steel to the applied stress
the shape of the curve agrees well with the theoretical data presented in from Fig. 4b.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 8. Relative phase dependence versus applied force for different frequencies (a), and the measured strain slope ݏఌ versus
frequency (b) for the 0.36 mm diameter music steel wire.
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FIGURE 9. The phase change versus temperature and applied force at 1.61, 3.23, 4.84, and 6.46  ݖܪܯfor 0.36 mm diameter
music steel wire.

As an example of the separation of temperature and applied force, guided wave propagation in the 0.36 ݉݉
diameter wire was investigated under simultaneous changes in temperature and applied force. To prepare the
experiment the wire was pre-stressed and the temperature in the heater was raised. During the cool down of the heater
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(at temperatures of approximately 43, 36, and 30 Ԩ) an external force was applied to the wire both in positive
(extension) and negative (compression) directions three times.
Signals were acquired by the oscilloscope at approximately every ͳԨ during cool down and were processed to
obtain the phase of the guided wave at each frequency. Figure 9 shows the phases plotted as a function of temperature
at each frequency tested. The “jumps” that are evident in the data are caused by the changes in the applied force. The
relative phase change ο߮ /߮ for the four harmonics is a function of the changes in the temperature οܶ and the force
οܨ, as well as the 2x4 temperature-force slopes matrix ݏ.

 'M n ½
®
¾
¯ Mn ¿

'T ½
® ¾
¯'F ¿

'T ½
s ® ¾;
¯'F ¿

 'M ½
s 1 ® n ¾, n 1,2,3,4
¯ Mn ¿

(9)

Due to the different dependence on temperature and force for each frequency the system of equations can be solved
and the temperature and force changes can be extracted. Beginning at an initial condition of ܶ = ͷͲԨ and  = ܨ0 ݈ܾݏ
the system of equations is solved at each acquisition step to obtain the changes in temperature and force.
Figure 10a compares the temperature recovered via this method with the directly measured temperature in the
heater; the agreement of the measurements is quite good. The small jumps in the measured temperature at the key
temperatures where force was varied (43, 36, and 30 Ԩ) show reasonable accuracy in the temperature reconstruction.
Similarly, the recovered and directly measured external forces are shown in Fig. 10b. Discrepancies of a few percent
between the directly measured and recovered values show the limits of the accuracy of this method. However, the
applied force values extracted from the ultrasonic data are relatively stable (horizontal lines) for successive
measurements at the same external force. This shows that the force measurements are at least fairly repeatable in spite
of the constantly changing temperatures.
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FIGURE 10. Separation of the temperature and applied force changes.

CONCLUSION
An analysis of the effects of simultaneously changing temperature and applied stress on the propagation of a guided
wave was conducted. It was shown that the effect of changing temperature can mask the effect of stress, and vice
versa. The temperature and stress dependencies on frequency were shown to be different, due the directionality of the
stress and the isotropy of the temperature changes. These differences allow for the separation of the two effects, and
for the use of ultrasonic data to measure an applied stress in environments where the temperature fluctuates.
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